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	The development of network technologies and networked services has been
	tremendous the last decade and is expected to be more intensive in the near
	future with the technological progress in the field of radio communications,
	data communication, protocols, software engineering, applications and so on.
	In this plethora of technologies, operators as well as administrators are facing
	more and more complex failures and dysfunctions of their networks. The
	management of these problems are reaching the limit of human experts requiring
	skills and knowledge that are expensive and difficult to acquire. Several
	directions are under investigation to find solution to these problems without
	human intervention. Among these directions, Autonomic Network Management
	aims at introducing more self-management in existing equipments, protocols
	and services to allow networks to self-recover and to autonomically adjust to
	new situation. Autonomic Network Management takes its essences from several
	advances in researches from networking, computing, intelligent systems,
	data engineering, etc. It requires essential cross disciplinary research to overcome
	the challenges posed by existing and future complex and heterogeneous
	communication, networking and applications technologies.


	This book aims at presenting the basic principle of autonomics and how they
	could apply to build Autonomic Network Management Architecture through
	several experiences presented by several well recognized experts in the area
	that have contributed to significant advances in the area. These contributors
	from research laboratory and industry present their results in different application
	areas to provide the reader with up-to-date information about this novel
	approach in network management. The contributions aims to cover wide range
	of management domains as well as reference architectures inspired from autonomic
	computing, biology, and intelligent decision systems. Hopefully, the
	contributions covers all the interests of specialists, researchers and students
	in the area tackling different levels of network architecture from the core network
	management to wire and wireless access networks management including
	promising technologies such as sensor networks.
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Playing Guitar (2nd Edition)Alpha, 2001
Learn to play the guitar using this quick and easy guide.  Whether you dream of playing classical guitar, a B.B. King lick, or just the opening bars to "Stairway to Heaven," this book can get you there.  This easy-to-use guide introduces the beginning guitarist to all styles of playing, from classical to jazz and pop. Using basic...
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Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software EngineeringSpringer, 2010

	Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computer Science, Software Engineering, Computer Engineering, and Systems Engineering and Sciences.
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Towards the Learning Grid (Frontiers in Artificial Lintelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
This is a book about a paradigm shift in Informatics in general and in technologies enhancing human learning in particular. It is not unexpected that its content is controversial: the debate between the “evolutionaries” – those that wish to optimize and refine current approaches – and the “revolutionaries”...
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Discrete Geometry and Optimization (Fields Institute Communications)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Optimization has long been a source of both inspiration and applications for geometers, and conversely, discrete and convex geometry have provided the foundations for many optimization techniques, leading to a rich interplay between these subjects. The purpose of the Workshop on Discrete Geometry, the Conference on Discrete Geometry and...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Astronomy (Teach Yourself VISUALLY Consumer)Visual, 2008
From dramatic lunar eclipses to brilliant comets, the night sky fascinates people. Brimming with beautiful color
photos, this book walks you through everything you need to know to maximize your enjoyment of astronomy, from choosing a telescope to identifying constellations and planets. Whether you're a student, hobbyist, or lifelong stargazer,...
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The Headcount Solution : How to Cut Compensation Costs and Keep Your Best PeopleMcGraw-Hill, 2002
For even the toughest executive, downsizing or restructuring a business is a  sobering, difficult experience. No company can survive this type of crisis  without holding on to its best people—the ones with industry-specific technical,  manufacturing, or marketing expertise. However, when a business crisis forces  layoffs, there is a...
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